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Abst ract - -We investigate the symplecticity of multistep Runge-Kutta methods (MRKMs) as 
general inear methods (GLMs) for Hamiltonian systems in accordance with the definition due to 
Bochev and Scovel [1], Eirola and Sanz-Serna [2], and Hairer and Leone [3,4]. We present a necessary 
and sufficient condition for an MRKM to be symplectic, and show that many typical high-order 
MRKMs cannot be symplectic unless they degenerate into one-step Runge-Kutta methods (RKMs). 
We also show that the order of any symplectic two-step RKM is at most 2. We conjecture that 
there exist order barriers for symplectic MRKMs, and more generally, for symplectic GLMs. (~) 2002 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian H(p, q) on R 2N 
dp = OH 





P = (Pl,P2,... ,PN) T q = (q l ,q2 , . . . ,qN)  T. 
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or equivalently, 
dy j OH 
d-t = Oy := f(Y)'  (1.2) 
(o ) -IN here and hereafter, It denotes the l x l with y = (P l ,P2 , . . . , PN;q l ,q2  . . . .  'qN)T' J = IN o ' 
identity matrix, et = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1) T E R z, l - 1, 2 , . . . .  The phase space R 2N is equipped with a 
standard symplectic structure defined by the fundamental differential 2-form 
N 1 j -1  
w = ~ dy A dy = dp A dq = Z dpi A dq~, 
i=1 
where the symbol A denotes exterior product. 
In order to solve (1.2), we consider the r-value s-stage GLM (cf. [5,6]) 
cil]f (n) - A.~ ciY YJ , i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s, 
j=l j=l (1.3) 
8 r 
= cij f i 1,2, , ~- ~_.jcijyj , = .. .  r, 
j--1 j= l  
IJ • • where h > 0 is the given step-size, cij are real constants for any z,2, I ,  J . The vector y(n) is an 
internal stage of the current step and is an approximation to y(tn + cih) for i = 1, 2 . . . .  , s. And, 
the external stage vectors y}n) = (pl,~)T, ~(n)T~T Ui ~ , i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  r, contain all information from the 
previous steps necessary for the computation of the new approximation. Here tn  = nh, ci, and vi 
are real constants. Let 
(a (n)T . (n)T ) C R 2Nr, y(n) = k "1 'Y2 , . . . ,y (n)T  T 
• 
= , . . . ,  C t{ 2Ns, 
CI J  = I t / I}  , Cid = C I j  @ -/2N, I ,  J = 1, 2, 
where the symbol A®B denotes Kronecker product of the matrices A and B. Then method (1.3) 
can be written in more compact form 
= ¢ ,m (Y(°)) + 0,2¢ °-1), 
(1.4) 
y(n) = d21F (y(n)  ) + C22y(~-'). 
It is not trivial to give a natural definition of symplecticity for linear multistep methods, 
and more generally for general inear methods [5,6]. At present, as pointed out by Halter and 
Leone [3-5], there exist two different approaches of the symplecticity of GLMs. But for one-step 
methods, they are in line. The first approach is to define a GLM to be symplectic if its underlying 
one-step (or its step-transition operator) is symplectic (cf. [7,8]). Tang [8] proved that consistent 
linear multistep methods cannot be symplectic. Hairer and Leone [3-5] proved that the order of a 
GLM has to be at least twice its stage order and gave a conjecture: GLMs which are not one-step 
methods cannot be symplectic. As a special case, they showed that the implicit midpoint rule is 
the only irreducible symplectic one-leg method. 
The second approach is to extend the differential form dp A dq on R 2N to the space (R2N) r. 
Eirola and Sanz-Serna [2] showed that the quadratic invariants and symplecticity of the original 
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systems can be extended to a one-leg method by using a tensor product, and proved that a 
symmetric irreducible one-leg method preserves the quadratic first integrals and the differential 
form 
~ gijdpn+i A dqn+j, 
i,j--1 
for the symmetric invertible matrix G = [gij] 6 R rxr (i.e., A in [2]) determined by the given 
one-leg methods. Bochev and Scovel [1] proved that for one-step methods the preservation of the 
quadratic first integrals is equivalent to the preservation of the symplectic structure when the 
methods are applied to Hamiltonian systems, and showed that if a GLM preserves the quadratic 
first integral generated by the quadratic first integral of the original problem, then the method 
is symplectic with regard to a new symplectic structure in the higher-dimensional space. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (See [1-4].) A GLM is symplectic if there exists an invertible symmetric ma- 
trix G such that 
y(~) T (G ® S)y (n) = y(n-i)T(G ® S)y (n-l), (1.5) 
when applied to a problem which possesses y-r Sy as a quadratic first integral. 
THEOREM 1.2. (See [3-5,9].) Assume that there exist an invertible real symmetric r x r ma- 
tr/x G = [gij] and a nonzero real diagonal s x s matrix D = diag(dl, d2, . . . ,  ds) such that the 
matrix (.,1 M12) \ = 0, (1.6) 
M = k M21 M22 
where 
/11  = G - Cf2GC22 , M12 = M~ = C~D - C~GC~x, 
/22  = CT11D + DCl l  - C~IGC21. 
Then method (1.3) applied to system (1.2) is symplectic under Definition 1.1. 
CONJECTURE 1.3. (See [3,4].) For irreducible GLMs, the condition M = 0 is also necessary for 
symplecticity. 
Hereafter, the expression "a GLM is symplectic" means "M = 0". Hairer and Leone [5] and 
Xiao et al. [9] showed that M = 0 implies 
gij Pi = :~ij ~'i A dqJ n-l) .  (1.7) 
id=l i,j=l 
Xiao et al. also showed that irreducible symmetric one-leg methods written in the form of the 
GLM (1.4) as in [1] satisfy (1.6) for the matrix G (i.e., A in [2]). This result together with the 
results given in [2] proves Conjecture 1.3 for one-leg methods. It is well known that Theorem 1.2 
and Conjecture 1.3 hold for irreducible RKMs written in the form of the GLM (1.4) as in [10] (for 
example, cf. [11]). Unfortunately, BDF methods are not symplectic for lack of symmetry. In [9], 
it is also shown that linear two-step second-order methods written in the form of the GLM (1.4) 
as in [10] cannot be symplectic. Moreover, it easily follows from the equality Mn = 0 in the 
sympleetic ondition (1.6) that the GLM (1.4) with r _> 2 and rank(C22) = 1 (such as DIMSIMs 
in [12]) cannot be symplectic. 
In the sequel, we investigate the symplectic properties of MRKMs, regarded as GLMs for 
Hamiltonian systems according to the above definition of symplecticity. In Section 2, we present 
a necessary and sufficient condition for a MRKM to be symplectic, and show that many typical 
high-order MRKMs cannot be symplectic (with regard to the symmetric invertible matrix G 
r with ~ j= l  grj = grr) unless they degenerate into one-step RKMs. In Section 3, we show that 
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the order of a symplectic two-step RKM is at most 2. We conjecture that  there exist order 
barriers for symplectic MRKMs, and more generally, for symplectic GLMs. Furthermore', the 
above facts lead to such an open problem: can we find high-order symplectic MRKMs (or in 
general, symplectic GLMs)? 
2.  SYMPLECT IC  PROPERTIES  OF  MRKMS 
When a MRKM applied to (1.2) 
j= l  j= l  
Yn+r = h ~- '~ j f  (y j (n) )  ..{_ Eo l . j y jnun_ l  ' 
j= l  j= l  
i ---- 1 ,2 , . . . , s ,  
(2.1) 
is written as a general inear method (1.3) (cf. [13-15]), we have 
y(n-1) j -~ Y j+n-1 ,  
CH = B = [b~j] E R sx~, ,(? ? ::: ?) 
C21= 0 0 0 
\ ~[1 72 "' '  ~s 
R rX$ , 
y~n)¢ = Yn+r, 
C12 = A = [aij] ~ R 8×~, 
0 1 . . .  0 
622 ---- 
0 0 . . .  1 
OL 1 Ol 2 . . .  O~ r
where bij ,  aij ,  0'i, (~i are real constants. Let us set 
= ( ' r l ,~2, . . . ,%)T  e R s, ~ = (al,a2,...,~r) T ~ R r. 
And, we always assume that 
a j  = 1, aij = 1, i -- 1 ,2 , . . . , s ,  (2.2a) 
j= l  j= l  
c i¢c j ,  fo r i~ j ,  7 i¢0 ,  i , j= l ,2 , . . . , s ,  (2.2b) 
where relation (2.2a) is said to be '2he precons is tency  cond i t ion" .  For the family of MRKMs 
given by (2.1) one can easily show 
(M l l ) i j  = gi j  - grreqO~j -- gr,j--lO~i -- gi--l,rC~j -- gi-- l , j - -1, 
(M21)ij = (M12)ji = - -gr rT ia j  -- gr,j--17i + a i jd i ,  
(M22) i j  : -g r rT i ? j  + dibi j  + d jb j i ,  
i , j  = 1,2 . . . . .  r, (2.3) 
j= l ,2  . . . . .  r, 
(2.4) 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . , s ,  
i , j= l ,2  . . . .  ,s, (2.5) 
where gi0 = g0i = 0, i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , r .  
facts detG ~ 0, ~/i ~ 0, i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,s, that M = 0 iff 
grr : 2~)~, gr , j -1  ---- ~(a j  -- 2~o~j), 
gi j  = g i - l , j -1  q- ~(a ja~ + a ja i  -- 2Aaia j ) ,  
r 
j= l  
It follows from (2.3)-(2.5), Theorem 5.3 in [10] and the 
j = 2 ,3 , . . . , r ,  
i , j  = 1,2 , : . . , r ,  
(2.6) 
di = ~/~, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  s, (2.7) 
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a t :=a~j=a~j ,  k#l ,k , l= l ,2 , . . . , s ,  j= l ,2  . . . .  ,r, 
bii = }tT~, i = 1 ,2 , . . . , s ,  
(2.8) 
al ---- 2Aoq, a2 = 2.~o~2 + OLlar, 
7~b~j + Tjbj~ - 2AT~Tj = O, i , j  = l ,2  . . . .  ,s, 
where X E R is a parameter. Moreover, it follows from the second formula in (2.6) that 
gr-I, j - I  = tc(aj+i - 2Acrj+l - a(j ,  l)), (2.9) 
l -1  
l )  = + - 
rn=0 
where i = 1, 2 , . . .  , r -  1, j = 2, 3 , . . .  , r -  1, l -  1, 2 . . . .  . , j -  1. F romTheorem 1.2, Conjecture 1.3, 
and the above deduction, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. I f  the matr/x G given by (2.6) and (2.9) is nonsingular, i.e., detG # 0, then 
method (2.1) satisfying (2.8) is symplectic (under Definition 1.I) for system (1.2). 
REMARK 2.2. Conditions (2.8) imply the matrix A = e~a T with a T = !a!, a2 , . . . ,  at).  Generally, 
it is difficult to determine whether the above matrix G is singular. Now in order to obtain some 
results, we combine the condition M = 0 with the order conditions of method (2.1). 
Let us introduce the following simplifying conditions (cf. [13-15]) 
B(~}) : o~Tx k = r k -- k" fT  c k - l ,  
C(~}) : AX k = c k - kBc  ~-1, 
D(~I) : kT T ck - I  B = rk~/ 'T  - -  "yT ck, 
E(~/) : kA T diag(7)c k-1 = diag(a) (rker -- Xk),  
k = 1,2,. . . ,~/,  
k = 1,2,. . . ,T/,  
k = 1,2,. . . ,~/,  
k = 1,2,. . . ,~/,  
where C = diag(c), c = (cx,c2 . . . .  ,cs) T, X = (0, 1, . . .  , r  - 1) T, and multiplication of vectors is 
done componentwise. 
We congruently transform M into 
r o) 
= XTMX = ~y-rM21 VTM~2V ) , X = V ' 
where V = [5j-1(c4)] is an s x s generalized Vandermonde matrix, and 5j_l(x) is arbitrary 
polynomial of degree j - 1 (j = 1 ,2 , . . . ) .  Let /~ = [rtm] = VTM22V. It  follows from (2.5) 
and (2.7) that the (l, m)-element of /} is 
i,j=1 (2.10) 
8 8 
i=l  j= l  
If we choose 6o (x), gl(X), . . . ,  5s- l(X) such that 
5 (x) = ' Pj+l (X), j=0 ,1  . . . .  ,S 1, (2.11) 
where P3+1 (x) J = l-Ik=0(x - k), then the conditions B(T}), C(~/), D(T/), and E(z/) are equivalent o 
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s 
! C 
i=i j= l  
Z bopI(cJ) = pt(c,) - Z aopl(J - 1), 
j= l  j= l  
8 
= - 
i= l  
~ 7~pl(ci)a 0 = aj(p~(r)  - Pl(J - 1)), 
i=1 
respectively. In fact, let g j - l (x )  v ' J -1  "~ _i = Z.~i=0 'e'i~ ' 
J y~i=l ¢i_ lx i  /i. B(~) implies 
l = 1, 2 , . . . ,  r/, (2.12) 
I -1 ,2  . . . .  ,~, i=1 ,2  . . . .  ,s ,  (2.13) 
t= l ,2  . . . .  j= l ,2 , . . . , s ,  (2.14) 
l=1 ,2  . . . . .  r/, j= l ,2 , . . . , r ,  (2.15) 
Then, it follows from (2.11) that  pj(x) = 
k k=l ,2 , . . . ,~ l .  
i= l  i=l  
Mult ip ly ing the two sides of ihe above formula by Ca- i  and adding up for k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  l 
y ield (2.12), where I = 1, 2 . . . .  ,V. On the other hand, assume that  (2.12) holds. We can 
take 6k- l (x)  = kx k-1 for k = 1,2 . . . .  ,r/. Hence, pk(x) = x k, k = 1,2 . . . .  ,r/. B(r/) follows from 
subst i tut ing the formulas pk(x) = x k (k = 1,2 , . . .  ,r/) into (2.12). Similarly, we can prove that  
the condit ions C(~/), D(V), and E(r/) are equivalent o (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15), respectively. 
LEMMA 2.3. -If the MRKM (2.1) is symplectic under Definition 1.1, but with n = grr and 
satisfies q > r - 1, B (max{r ,  q}) and one of the following two conditions: 
(1) D(q); 
(2) C(q) and E(q), 
then B(2q) holds and 
a2=ai ,  a ia j=O ( i# j ) ,  i , j=t ,2 , . . . , r .  (2.16) 
PROOF. F i rst ,  let us assume that  D(q) holds. It  follows from (2.14) that  
i , j= l  j= l  
Upon subst i tut ing B(q), (2.17) and (2.11) into (2.10) we obtain 
j= l  j= l  
+~ cgpt(j - 1)pm(j  - 1) - ~-~jpz( j  - 1) y'~c~jo,,~(j - 1) , 
\ j= l  j= l  j= l  
where l, m - 1, 2 . . . .  , q. And  
Blm = ~ a jp l ( j  - 1)p,~(j - 1) + ~/i(pl(ci)pm(c~))' - pl(r)o~(r • 
i= l  
Since ~ = gr,. and Pl(J) = 0 for j = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,1 - 1, it follows from (2.18) that  
(2 .17)  
(2.1s) 
rim = -B lm,  for l ,m = 1,2 , . . .  ,q, l > r - 1 or m > r - 1. (2.19a) 
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Thus, (2.19a), B(max{r,  q}), and the symplecticity of the methods yield that  B(2q) holds. And, 
it follows from B(2q) and the inequality q > r - 1 that B(2r  - 2) holds and 
rim = ~ a jp l ( j  - 1)pm(j  -- 1) -- Ea jp l ( j  -- 1) a jPm( j  -- 1) , (2.19b) 
j= l  j=l 
for l, m = 1, 2 , . . . ,  r - 1. Moreover, (2.19b) and the symplecticity of the methods yield 
r 7" r 
Ea jp l ( j - -1 )pm( j - -1 )=Ea jp l ( j - -1 )Ec~jpm( j - -1 ) ,  / ,m = 1 ,2 , . . . , r -1 .  (2.20) 
j= l  j= l  j= l  
Let /~ = [rtm] e R (r-1)x(r-1). Then (2.19b) and (2.20) yield 
[~ = nU-c [~U = 0, (2.21) 
where U = [pj(i)] c R (~-l)x(r-1), and 
/~ = diag(a2, a3 , . . . ,  a t )  - d~& T, ~,T = (a2 ,  a3 ,  . . . ' a r ) .  
/~ = 0 means/~ = 0, i.e., 
a~=ai ,  a ia j=O ( iT~j) ,  i , j=2 , . . . , r .  
Moreover, (2.16) holds because a-Ce~ = 1. 
The proof of case (2) is similar to that Of case (1). | 
LEMMA 2.4. H method (2.1) is symplectJc and satisfies B(q),  E(q), and (2.16), then gr,m-1 = O, 
m = 1 ,2 , . . . , r .  
PROOF. The symplecticity of (2.1) means that  V-CM21 = 0, i.e., 
8 8 
t C 
. - am)  - g ,m-1 = 0,  (2 .22)  
i=1  i=1 
for 1 = 1 ,2 , . . . , s ,  m = 1 ,2 , . . . , r .  B(q),  E(q), and (2.22) yield 
Ram a jp l ( j  - 1) - p l (m-  1) +g . . . .  1 a jp l ( j -  1) - of(r) = O, (2.23) 
"= j= l  
for l = 1, 2 , . . . ,  q, m = 1, 2 , . . . ,  r. Moreover, (2.16) leads to 
o 
Thus, (2.23) yields 
] \ 
Alm: - - - -g r ,m_ l (£a jp l ( j - -1 ) - -p l ( r )~  =0,  l= l ,2 , . . . ,q ,  m=l ,2  . . . .  ,r. (2.24) 
~ / j = l  
When q > r, Arm = -gr ,m- lp r ( r )  = O, hence, gr, m-1 = 0 for m = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,r. 
When q = r - 1, (2.16) means that  there exists j0 (1 < j0 <- r) such that  ajo = 1, a j  = 0 
(j ~ j0), and 
Ar - l ,m : gr,m-l(Pr-l(jO -- 1) - P r - l ( r ) )  = 0 ,  
moreover, for m --- 1, 2 , . . . ,  r, 
f --gr,m-lPr-l(r) = O, Jo <-- r -- 1, 
A r - l ,m 
gr ,m- l ( ( r  -- 1)! -- r!) = 0, J0 = r. 
Therefore, g~,m-1 = 0 for m = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,r .  | 
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THEOREM 2.5. The nondegenerate method (2.1) satisfying B(max{r, q}), q _> r - 1, C(q), 
(or D(q)) and E(q) cannot be symplectic under Detinition 1.1 with ~ = gr~. 
PROOF. Theorem 2.5 can be easily obtained from Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.4, and the equali- 
ties (2.6)-(2.9). In fact, it follows from (2.16) that there exists i0 (1 g i0 < r) such that C~io = 1, 
~i = 0 (i ¢ i0), i = 1,2, . . .  ,r. Moreover, together with the equalities ~ = grr and 9r,m-1 = 0 
(m = 1,2 . . . . .  r), (2.16) yields 2A = 1, a = c~, and 
I n, fo r i= j , i>_ io ,  gij ---- 0, for i ~ j or i = j, i < i0. 
Thus, G is diagonal. 
step-size (r - i0 + 1)h 
B 
c 
(r - i0 + 1) 
~T 
(r  - i0 + 1) 
In this case, method (2.1) degenerates into the one-step RK method with 
(2.25) | 
REMARK 2.6. For method (2.1) satisfying the conditions assumed in Theorem 2.5, it follows 
from the proof of Theorem 2.5 that (1.5) becomes 
Yi(n)T"* (n)Dyi -~ ~Y~n-1)TSY~ n-l)' 
i=io ~=i0 
i.e., 
In the same way, (1.7) becomes 
T S T S (2.26) or Yn+r Yn+r ~ Yn+io-1 Yn+io-1. 
dpn_l+io A dqn-l+io = dPn+r A dpn+r. (2.27) 
Equations (2.26) and (2.27) imply that method (2.25) is symplectic and preserves the quadratic 
invariant yT Sy. 
REMARK 2.7. Li [15] presented six classes of high-order MRKMs which include the class given 







: B(2s), E(s), C(~)(or D(~)); 
:B (2s -  1), E(s), C(s) with some conditions; 
: B(2s - 1), E(s), D(s) with some conditions; 
: B(max{2s - 2, s}), E(s), C(s - 1) with some conditions; 
: B(max{2s - 3, s}), E(s), C(s - 1) with some conditions; 
: B(max{2s - 3, s}), E(s), D(s - 1) with some conditions. 
The contents of "some conditions" have been given in [15]. We do not need them here. From 
Theorem 2.5, we easily show that Li's Class 1 with the inequalities 2s _> r and s > r - 1, Li's 
Classes 2 and 3 with 2s > r + 1 and s > r - 1 and Li's Classes 4-6 with s > r in [15] cannot 
be symplectic (for the matrix G given by (2.6), (2.9), and with a = grr). Hence, a possible 
approach by which high-order symplectic MRKMs (r > 3) can be constructed is to consider G 
with a ~ grr. 
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3. SYMPLECT IC  PROPERTIES  OF  TWO-STEP  RKMS 
In this section, we investigate the syrnplectic properties of two-step RKMs (i.e., MRKMs (2.1) 
with r= 2). It follows from (2.6)-(2.9) that 
O/ ~- (I, 0) T, a T = (2A, 1 -- 2A) T, gii = 2sA, 
(3.1) 
g~j = n(1 - 2A), i~tj ,  i , j  = 1,2, 
/~r22 := [7ibq + 7jbji - 2ATiTj] E R sx8 = 0, 
where A E R is one parameter. 
with the step-size 2h 
bi~ = ATi, i = 1,2, . . . ,  s, (3.2) 






And in this case, ~ = grr, and the conclusion of Theorem 2.5 naturally holds. Therefore, the 
symplecticity of two-step RKMs need further study. In fact, we have found that there is also an 
order barrier for symplectic two-step Runge-Kutta methods. 
THEOREM 3.1. The order of symplectic nondegenerate two.step RKMs satisfying C(1) /s at 
most 2. 
PROOF. If symplectic two-step RKMs satisfying C(1) are of order 3, then it follows from The- 
orem 2.2 in [13] that B(3) holds and 
~'Tc2  - -  "yT Ax2  -- 2"yT Bc = O. (3.3) 
These yield 
1 
~/TBc= 2A + ~. (3.4) 
On the other hand, it follows from eTIQ22c = 0 that 
~/TBc = 4A 2 (3.5) - -~. 
Equations (3.4) and (3.5) lead to 2A = 1. 
From (3.1) and (3.2), we easily obtain the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
(1) Symplectic nondegenerate two-step RKMs do not satisfy E(1). 
(2) Symplectic nondegenerate two-step RKMs satis~ing C(1) and B(2) do not imply D(1). 
COROLLARY 3.3. All nondegenerate two-step RKMs of order> 3 cannot be symplectic (with re- 
gard to the invertible matrix G given by (3.1)). All nondegenerate two-step RKMs s~tisfying E(1) 
or B(2), C(1), and D(1) cannot be symplectic. 
Corollary 3.3 shows that the six classes of two-step high-order RKMs presented in [15] cannot 
be symplectic unless they are degenerate. These facts together with Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.7 
lead to the following conjecture. 
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CONJECTURE 3.4. There exist order barriers of symplectic MRKMs, and more generally, for 
symplectic GLMs. 
Now we give an example of symplectic two-step RKMs. By Theorem 3.1, we need only to 
consider second-order methods. The class of symplectic two-step two-stage second-order RKMs 
with stage order 2 is constructed as follows: 
a= (1,0) T ?T = (1,1),  
(3 (1 -c l )  1-3(1-c11 
A= \3 (1 -c l )  2 1-3(1 ' 
2A=3(1-c l )  2, c2 =2-c l ,  
3(1 - -C1)2/2 (e 1 -- 1)(3e 1 -- 1 ) /2~ 
B= (1 -c , ) (5 -  3cl)/2 3 (1 -c , )2 /2  ) '  
where Cl is one parameter, cl ~ 1 (because of Cl ~ c2), and cl ~ (3d=x/3)/3 (because of 2A ¢ 1). 
This given class of symplectic two-step RKMs is also symmetric under the symmetry definition 
of GLMs in [4]. 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
We have studied some symplectic properties of MRKMs, regarded as GLMs for Hamiltonian 
systems according to a kind of definition of symplecticity due to Bochev and Scovel, Eirola and 
Sanz-Serna, and Hairer and Leone, and given a necessary and sufficient condition for an MRKM 
to be symplectic. Especially, we have shown that many typical high-order MRKMs cannot be 
symplectic (with regard to the symmetric invertible matrix G with )'~Jj=l grj = grr) unless they 
degenerate into one-step RKMs, and that the order of a symplectic two-step RKM is at most 2. 
These facts lead to an open problem: can one find high order symplectic MRKMs (or in general, 
symplectic GLMs)? It would be an interesting but uneasy job to solve this open problem. A 
possible approach to construct high-order symplectic MRKMs (r > 3) is to consider G with 
'~ ¢ gr~. On the other hand however, there might exist order barriers for symplectic MRKMs, 
and more generally, for symplectic GLMs. 
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